
Whitepaper



Introduction

What is Cryptolympics?

We will keep the whitepaper simple and short.
The goal is for everyone - including newbies -  
to understand what Cryptolympics is all about.

We deliberately refrain from exaggerated shop talk and  
offer one hundred percent transparency. We do not make  
empty promises but only those we can keep.

Cryptolympics is a home for 10 different community driven BEP-20-tokens. 
These 10 different tokens on the Binance Smart Chain are fully owned by the 
community. We - the creaters of Cryptolympics- do not own any tokens after  
the launch.   

The concept of Cryptolympics is based on the olympic games. It‘s like a game.  
A cool one.

10 different tokens are named after the top 10 crypto countries  
with the most crypto holders. These tokens are listed on a ranking list  
(at www.cryptolympics.space), sorted by the current price.
We are going to launch the following tokens:

Team Brazil (BRA)
Team China (CHN)
Team Germany (GER)
Team India (IND)
Team Japan (JPN)
Team Nigeria (NGA)
Team Switzerland (CHE)
Team Turkey (TUR)
Team USA (USA)
Team Vietnam (VNM)



Olympic winners always receive a prize, right? We have created a PricePool, 
which is filled with 5% of each transaction (buy and sell) in BNB.

Weekly, the PricePool is airdropped to the holders of Cryptolympics tokens on 
a percentage basis.

Every two weeks the PricePool is airdropped to ranks 1-3 in the following ratio:

Rank 1:   70%
Rank 2:  20%
Rank 3:  10%

The weeks in between, rank 8-10 are rewarded in the following ratio:

Rank 8: 10%
Rank 9: 20%
Rank 10: 70%

Why should we reward the last places? 
Because “the most important part is not winning, but taking part”.  
THAT’s the olympic spirit.

Imagine a Volume(24h) of $1M/token:
PricePool of BNBs worth $3.500.000 in one week.  
All yours, Olympians.

The airdrop and its gas fees are paid by the PricePool,
which is being done with www.multisender.app



Tokenomics For Each Token
Our goal: As fair as possible and 100% transparency!

Launch, distribution and locking. 
For each token, we conduct a fairlaunch on:
www.pinksale.finance
The softcap is 30BNB. 
80% of the softcap goes into PancakeSwap liquidity. 

Total supply for each token: 10.000.000.000

Taxes for each transaction (buy & sell)

2% PancakeSwap liquidity
5% PricePool in BNB
5% Marketing in BNB

Percentage Owner Locking

60% Public Sale -

40% PancakeSwap Liquidity 10 Years

0% Team -



Our Promises

We create a fair launch.

We do not own any tokens  
without buying them.

The liquidity is 100%  
locked for 10 years. 
This prevents a rugpull.

Ownership renounced. 
Once launched, the contract is  
not owned by us anymore.  
This prevents a rugpull.

No token burning.
So much hype about burning tokens  
but barely any impact on the price. 

NFTs? Yes. 
September 2022. Stay tuned.



Disclaimer
The information provided here or on Cryptolympics website does not 
constitute investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any other 
sort of advice and you should not treat any of the website’s content as such. 
Cryptolympics team does not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be 
bought, sold, or held by you. Do conduct your own due diligence and consult 
your financial advisor before making any investment decisions. By purchasing 
one of the Cryptolympics tokens, you agree that you are not purchasing a 
security or investment and you agree to hold the team harmless and not 
liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that the team is 
presenting the token “as is” and is not required to provide any support or 
services. You should have no expectation of any form from Cryptolympics 
and its team. Although Cryptolympic tokens are community driven tokens 
for social networking and not a registered digital currency, the team strongly 
recommends that citizens in areas with government bans on Crypto do not 
purchase it because the team cannot ensure compliance with your territory’s 
regulations. Always make sure that you are in compliance with your local laws 
and regulations before you make any purchase.

Please note there are always risks associated with smart-contracts. Please 
use at your own risk. Cryptolympics is not a registered broker, analyst, or 
investment advisor. Everything that’s provided on this site is purely for 
guidance, informational and educational purposes, and fun. All information 
contained herein should be independently verified and confirmed. We do not 
accept any liability for any loss or damage whatsoever caused in reliance upon 
such information or services. Please be aware of the risks involved with any 
trading done in any financial market. Do not trade with money that you cannot 
afford to lose.


